
Author’s Note: This story takes place one week after the events portrayed in the Star Trek: Sarek adventure, 

“Return to Duty.” 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 55144.8: 

Federation starship USS Sarek NCC-72075 on course to the Thedian star system, where 

we will continue our upgraded vessel’s shakedown while we also attempt to mediate a 

dispute between the civilization of Thedia III and ships from a colony world in the 

neighboring system of Chadda, which the Thedians claim have been violating their 

borders. 

On a personal note, the crew of this upgraded USS Sarek are now starting to work like a 

well-oiled machine…  Well, with one exception.  Our Ship’s Counselor, Kathleen Hawk, 

has been under observation by our Chief Medical Officer for repeated bouts of blacking 

out and, for want of a better word, sleepwalking.  However, she has not suffered a single 

incident since our Bajoran CMO, Dr. Rasa Palin, started monitoring her two days ago. 

Kale, out. 

 

 

 “Status?” Fleet Captain Kalin Kale asked from the lone raised chair in the command arena of the improved 

Galaxy-class starship’s bridge. 

 “On courrrrse to Thedia III, sirrrr,” responded the purring lilt of the chief helmsman, Lieutenant P’rn Kes 

of Cait.  The cat-like woman turned to look back at Kale and added, “Estimating time to arrrrival: five hourrrrs 

fourrrrty minutes – prrrresent speed.” 

 “Very good,” Kale said as he pressed the intercom button on the armrest of his command chair.  “Bridge to 

Captain Sutherland.” 

 “Sutherland here, Captain,” responded Kale’s former ship’s counselor and current first officer. 

 “Kethry, I have an appointment in ten minutes.  Could you take the conn for a while?” 

 Kale could hear a mild groan through the intercom, the XO knowing all too well what Kale’s appointment 

was about, before she replied, “I’ll be right up, sir.”  A few minutes later the forward turbolift doors next to the 

ready room swished open and the half-Betazoid woman climbed the short flight of stairs up to the command chair, 

taking Kale’s place. 

 “Have fun, Captain,” Sutherland remarked as Kale entered the turbolift Sutherland had just vacated.  He 

winked at her, and as the doors slid shut he ordered, “Arboretum.” 
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 Fleet Captain Kalin Kale and Ship’s Counselor Kathleen ‘Kitty’ Hawk walked slowly through the paths of 

the starship’s arboretum.  The area had originally been designed for collecting numerous examples of the plant life 

expected to be found in the Gamma Quadrant, and had been attended by T’Ashara and a civilian botanist named 

James Wilson for the nearly two years the Sarek had spent in the distant area of the galaxy.  However, much of what 

had been collected had either been removed or died of neglect during the Dominion War and the time the starship 

had spent in the Antares Shipyard following the battle to re-take DS9, and only the most hearty of Gamma Quadrant 

flora still survived. 

 As the pair walked and conversed, in spite of himself and Starfleet’s official policy against relationships 

between members of the same chain of command, Kale found himself being drawn to Hawk.  It had been many 

years since his last relationship had ended – badly, and he was now beginning to appreciate the fact that he missed 

the companionship more than he realized, on par with how much he missed being assigned to a starship out 

exploring the unknown. 

 “Tell me more about yourself,” he said as the two paused near a bench set along the path and decided to sit 

down. 

 “There’s really not much to tell, Captain,” Hawk replied, blushing as she often did when forced to talk 

about herself.  “I was born in Seattle, Washington on Earth.  My family moved south to California when I was eight.  

I wanted to explore the stars since I was a little girl, but I also wanted to help people by being a doctor.  Starfleet 

allowed me to do both at the same time, so I applied to the Academy when I was 17.  Entered the Academy pre-med 

course a year later.  Four years at the Academy, another four at Starfleet Medical.  And now, here I am, aboard one 

of Starfleet’s legendary starships out in the final frontier.” 

 “You sound like a recruiting commercial,” Kale scolded mildly.  “Tell me more about the real you!” 

 “I’m not sure what it is you want…?” Hawk started to say when suddenly she froze in place, her eyes wide 

open, staring. 

 “Counselor?  Counselor Hawk?!?” Kale asked, started to grow concerned.  “Kitty!” 

 Kale was about to tap his combadge and call for help from sickbay when, unexpectedly, Hawk softly said, 

“They’re coming.” 

 “What?  Who?” Kale asked, looking around the nearly barren arboretum to see if any other members of the 

crew were there.  No one could be seen, so Kale looked back at the counselor and asked, “What are you talking 

about?” 

 “Raise shields now,” Hawk said, her voice still soft. 

 “What do you mean…?” 

 “RAISE SHIELDS NOW!” Hawk suddenly bellowed, startling Kale so much he nearly fell off the bench 

into the dirt.  Without thinking, the captain hit his combadge. 

 “Bridge, this is the Captain.  Raise shields now!” 

 “Shields raised, Captain,” Sutherland replied a moment later before adding, “May I ask why?” 

 Kale’s answer was cut off by a shudder felt through the entire hull of the starship.  In the background, Kale 

could hear A-ZuRQuIL report, “We’re under attack by several small attack craft.  They were not visible on sensors 

until just prior to opening fire.  If we had not raised our shields when we did, it is likely they would have severely 

damaged us.” 

 “How did you know, Counselor?” Kale asked, turning his attention back on Hawk, but she was once again 

seemingly catatonic.  Kale instead addressed Sutherland through his combadge, saying, “Number One, have sickbay 

send a medical team to the arboretum.  Counselor Hawk is having another one of her blackouts.  I’m coming up to 

the bridge.” 

 “Aye, Captain,” the first officer replied. 

 With a concerned look, Kale glanced at Hawk once again before heading toward the exit to the corridor.  

“Sound red alert.  All hands to battlestations,” he ordered as the heavy doors closed behind him. 

 

* * * * 

 



 By the time Kale emerged on the upper bridge, the three small attack craft were lined up facing the Sarek, 

all three visible in a line on the main viewer. 

 “Status?” Kale asked as he walked down the port ramp and replaced Sutherland in the command chair.  

“Who are they?  And how did they sneak up on us like they did?” 

 “They appear to be Chaddan attack fighters.  They are coated with a carbon-fiber material that matches the 

background of deep space and absorbs narrow-band sensor emissions,” Sutherland replied, taking position behind 

the horseshoe with A-ZuRQuIL. 

 “Stealth fighters!” Kale exclaimed, taking a closer look at the small vessels on the screen.  “They don’t 

look much bigger than a runabout.” 

 “Considerably smaller,” confirmed the Capellan tactical officer.  “Approximately the size and volume of a 

Type-8 shuttlecraft.” 

 “Have they hailed us?” 

 “Not yet.  They just seem intent on holding us here,” Sutherland replied.  “They stopped firing on us the 

moment we came to a full stop.” 

 “Open hailing frequencies,” Kale ordered, standing and walking down the steps toward the center of the 

bridge.  A moment later he added, “Chaddan vessels, this is Fleet Captain Kalin Kale of the Federation starship 

Sarek.  Why have you opened fire on our vessel?” 

 The screen remained unchanged for several seconds.  Kale glanced over his shoulder to exchange looks 

with his first officer, who merely shrugged, confirming the half-Betazoid woman could sense the hail had been 

received.  Kale considered hailing the attack craft again, but before he could speak a voice finally responded on 

audio. 

 “This is Major Beaugaard of the Chaddan Defense League.  Federation starship, you are currently 

approaching Chaddan space without permission to enter.” 

 “The Sarek is en route to the Thedian star system.  We have been invited by the government of Thedia III 

to help mediate…” 

 “The Thedian system now lies within the influence of the Chaddan Confederacy,” Major Beaugaard 

interrupted.  “Your presence here is no longer desired.” 

 Kale looked at his tactical officer and made a throat-cutting motion with his hand. 

 “Audio channel closed,” A-ZuRQuIL confirmed. 

 “What do they mean, Thedia now lies within the influence of the Chaddan Confederacy?” the captain 

asked. 

 “Sounds to me like the Chaddans have annexed the system,” Sutherland replied. 

 “I thought Chadda was originally a colony established by the Thedians almost two centuries ago?” Kale 

remarked. 

 “The colony on Chadda II was established in Earth year 2163 by settlers from Thedia III,” Lt T’Reth, the 

Andorian chief operations officer, explained.  “For the first eighty or so years Chadda existed under the control of 

the central Thedian government.  Then an independence movement that developed on Chadda evolved into open 

revolution and the Chaddan colonists fought a ten year long war for independence, finally defeating Thedia in 2255.  

The two systems managed to live peacefully for the next century, but in 2350 a new ruler took control of Chadda II 

and announced his intention to expand his planet’s influence throughout the sector; in effect create a new empire.  

Aside from several border skirmishes, the planets Chadda and Thedia have maintained a cold war status for the last 

twenty seven years.” 

 “Well, it appears the cold war has turned hot,” Kale remarked before he looked back at A-ZuRQuIL and 

ordered, “Frequency open, Commander.”  The Capellan security officer nodded as he re-opened the communications 

frequency. 

 “Major Beaugaard, I have been ordered to meet with the leaders of Thedia III and help mediate a dispute 

they are having with raiders from your planet violating their border.  As you may have noticed, this vessel is not an 

ordinary Galaxy-class exploration cruiser, and I’m sure you also noticed we detected your approach and that your 

weapons had little effect on us with our shields raised.  So either you can let us pass so we may continue our 



mission, or you can open fire on us again in an attempt to turn us back – an action that would require us to take 

action to defend ourselves.  The choice is yours.  You have sixty seconds to decide.”  Kale then said over his 

shoulder, “Close frequency.” 

 “We didn’t detect their approach until after they fired on us,” Sutherland remarked, looking at the captain. 

 “But they don’t know that,” Kale replied with a gleam in his eye.  “Let them believe we can.” 

 “You think they’ll back down?” Sutherland asked as she watched the three attack craft on the main viewer. 

 “I don’t think they want to, but I’ve given them little choice,” replied Kale as he walked back up the stairs 

and took his seat in the command chair.  “There’s little those three attack fighters can do against a battleship like 

ours.”  He then said to A-ZuRQuIL, “Any reaction from them yet?” 

 “There is a lot of radio chatter between the three ships, but they’re on a coded frequency, so I can’t tell if 

they’re planning to attack or to withdraw.” 

 Sixty seconds quickly passed, and as the bridge crew watched the two outer attack craft peeled away and 

flew off back toward Chadda II, leaving only a single fighter facing the Sarek. 

 “We’re being hailed, Captain,” A-ZuRQuIL announced.  “Still audio only.” 

 “On speakers.” 

 “This is Major Beaugaard.  I will personally escort your vessel into orbit of Thedia III so that you may… 

complete your mission.” 

 “Thank you, Major.  We accept your offer to escort us,” Kale said.  He then ordered, “Helm, assume 

formation on Major Beaugaard’s ship and follow it into orbit over Thedia III.” 

 “Moving into forrrrmation now,” Lt Kes confirmed as on the screen the Chaddan craft turned and led the 

way toward the star system in the distance. 

 “Estimated time of arrival at Thedia III?” Kale asked. 

 “At least anotherrrr fourrrr hourrrrs at prrrresent speed,” the Caitian helm officer responded. 

 “That would place our arrival at early-evening, just after sunset at the Thedian capital,” T’Reth offered. 

 “Very well.  Number One, you have the bridge again.  Let me know if we’re likely to fall under attack 

again.  Don’t lower our shields until at least after we have made contact with the President of Thedia III,” Kale 

ordered. 

 “Aye, Captain,” Sutherland responded as she moved back around the horseshoe to replace Kale in the 

center seat.  “Where will you be if I need you?” 

 “Sickbay,” Kale responded as he moved quickly toward the forward turbolift doors.  “Something happened 

to Counselor Hawk just before we were attacked.  She sensed the impending attack somehow, even before our 

sensors did.  I want to see if she can remember anything that happened in the arboretum.” 

 “Counselor Hawk is human.  How could she have sensed…?” Sutherland started to ask. 

 “I don’t know, Kethry, but she’s the reason we got our shields up in time, and I want to find out how she 

knew,” Kale replied as the turbolift doors swished shut. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Down in sickbay, Dr. Rasa was running a diagnostic scanner around Counselor Hawk’s head as the two 

conversed. 

 “You don’t feel anything?” he asked. 

 “Not in the least,” Hawk replied.  “I don’t even know how I got here.  The last thing I can recall is walking 

through the arboretum with Fleet Captain Kale.  Next thing I knew I was laying here on the exam bed.” 

 Rasa closed his tricorder, then consulted a monitor screen displaying two traces.  One showed a gently 

curving wave, the other a scrambled jumble like an earthquake on a seismograph.  The indications puzzled the 

Bajoran doctor even more. 

 “Even your neural monitors are conflicting.  According to these readings, one monitor indicates a relaxed 

brain wave pattern at the time of your alleged blackout, as if you were asleep but had not yet attained REM.  The 



other shows such a high indication of mental activity that even on your most mentally challenging day you should 

not be able register patterns like this!” 

 “What does it mean, Doctor?” Hawk asked. 

 “It means I need to do more research,” Rasa answered. 

 As Rasa entered the data into the sickbay files, Hawk said, “The Captain told me you served with him 

aboard the Sarek during his first command.” 

 “Yes, I was the Chief Medical Officer for the first two years of this ship’s mission as well,” Rasa 

confirmed. 

 “Seems unusual for a member of the Bajoran military to be assigned to a Federation starship.  Especially as 

a department head.” 

  “Back then the Sarek was seen as the new ‘Great Experiment,” Rasa replied.  “When it was determined that 

a Federation starship would be sent through the wormhole to explore the Gamma Quadrant, the Federation Council 

decided it should be more than just a Federation endeavor.  They invited all the major powers, and several non-

aligned cultures, to assign representatives to the crew.  As a result we had Klingons working in security, a Ferengi 

bartender running the Nine/Ten-Forward lounge, a Vedek and myself representing the Bajorans… Almost everyone 

except the Romulans and the Cardassians were among the crew.  It was a bold initiative prior to the Dominion War.” 

 “What happened during the war?” Hawk asked.  “Were you still serving with Starfleet?” 

 Rasa’s expression changed slightly, as if he had been hoping this topic would never arise.  Finally, with a 

sigh, he said, “I returned to the Bajoran Militia when the Sarek was recalled to the Alpha Quadrant for the final time.  

I was assigned to the medical staff of Deep Space 9 a couple of months before the Dominion/Cardassian alliance 

captured and occupied the station.  I spent most of the occupation working alongside Cardassian doctors in the 

infirmary and…”  Rasa’s voice trailed off, as if he had caught himself saying too much. 

 “And…?  What, Doctor?” Hawk prompted. 

 Rasa looked at the counselor silently for a moment until the door to sickbay swished open. 

 “…And when the Federation re-captured DS9, I left the station to participate in medical research 

elsewhere,” he finally said before turning to look at the person who had entered the room.  “What can I do for you, 

Captain?” 

 “Just checking on Counselor Hawk,” Kale said, walking over to the exam bed in the center of the room.  

“How’s she doing?  Have you figured out why she blacked out again?” 

 “I’m no closer to figuring that out today than I was yesterday,” the doctor replied.  “Somehow even her 

neural monitors malfunctioned at the time you say she blacked out again.” 

 Kale turned his attention to Hawk, placing one of his hands on top of hers, which was sitting on her knee. 

 “How did you know, Counselor?” he asked. 

 “Know what?” she replied, evidently confused. 

 “That we were about to be attacked.  Even the crew on the bridge didn’t detect those incoming attack 

craft.” 

 “I still don’t know what you’re talking about, Captain.” 

 “Just before the Chaddan craft attacked us, you suddenly went into one of your catatonic states down in the 

arboretum,” Kale explained.  “You then said they were coming and to raise our shields.” 

 “I honestly don’t remember any of that, Captain,” Hawk insisted, a look of worry spreading on her features.  

Kale exchanged a look with Rasa, who merely shrugged. 

 “Whatever these episodes are, her mind evidently cannot process it,” he opined. 

 “And the monitors didn’t show anything that could explain any of this?” 

 “As I said, the neural monitors malfunctioned.  One recorder indicated she was in a sleep state, the other 

indicated she had the mental activity of a dozen people.  It just doesn’t make sense.” 

 “Are you sure the indications are a malfunction?” Kale asked.  “Could it be indicative of what is going on 

with the Counselor?” 

 “I’m going to need to run more tests,” Rasa remarked, turning his attention back to Hawk.  “I hope you 

didn’t have any plans for the evening, Counselor, because I think you’re going to be here for a while.” 



 Hawk looked at Kale with a disappointed expression before finally replying, “No.  Nothing particularly 

special planned.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 An hour later, Kale returned to his quarters.  He pulled his uniform jacket off and hung it over the back of 

his desk chair near the entrance door and started walking toward his bedroom when he was struck by the feeling of 

another presence in the room, an almost familiar feeling.  He slowly looked around, looking for anything that 

seemed out of place, nearly completing a full circle, when a voice startled him. 

 “Good evening, Mon Capitain.” 

 “Oh no,” Kale started to grumble just as a flash of light appeared in the chair on which he had hung his 

uniform, quickly dimming to reveal a dark-haired apparently human man wearing a red collared Starfleet uniform 

with what could only be described as a malevolent smile on his lips sitting there, his fingers templed in front of him. 

 “Q!” Kale said accusingly.  “I should have known.  Are you responsible for what has been happening to 

Counselor Hawk?” 

 “You mean Kitty Cat, don’t you?” Q responded with a grin.  “No, my dear Kalin, I’m afraid I am not 

responsible for the blackouts and sleepwalking of your esteemed little ship’s counselor.  At least… not directly.” 

 “What do you mean, not directly?  And why are you aboard my ship again?” 

 “Temper, temper, Mon Capitain,” Q scolded.  “I come to you today as a friend.” 

 “With friends like you, who needs…?” Kale started to say when he was interrupted by Q. 

 “…Though I must admit, it is your delightful Counselor Hawk that prompts my appearance aboard your 

ship once again.” Q spun in a circle in the chair, looking up toward the ceiling the entire time.  “By the way, I love 

what you’ve done with the place.  I wasn’t aware you were into renovating stuff.  Ever consider a career on the holo-

vid circuit?  They could create an entire series around you; This Old Starship.” 

 “Q, get off my…!” 

 “Get off my ship.  Get off my ship.”  Q sighed excessively before adding, “Don’t you ever update the 

repertoire?”  The omnipotent being got up out of the chair and approached Kale.  “Especially when I come to you 

today as someone willing to do you a favor?” 

 “Don’t do me any favors,” Kale remarked, deliberately making a circle around Q and walking over to the 

replicator on the far wall, ordering himself a cup of hot Earl Grey tea. 

 “Ugh.  You and Picard.  I don’t understand what either of you see in that concoction.  Now Val… well, not 

the Val you know… now she can make a real cup of tea for her husband,” Q commented before making himself 

comfortable on the couch under the windows looking out into space. 

 “I happened to acquire a taste for Earl Grey during my time in training aboard the Enterprise,” Kale 

unconsciously defended himself.  He then, in a less defensive tone, said, “Now what did you mean when you said 

you aren’t directly responsible for what has been happening to Counselor Hawk?” 

 “Just what I said.  I’m not responsible.  But the Continuum might be.” 

 “And how might the infamous Q Continuum be responsible for Counselor Hawk experiencing blackouts 

and episodes of sleepwalking?” Kale asked between sips of his tea. 

 “How much do you know about the esteemed Counselor?” Q asked. 

 “Not a whole lot.  I only met her for the first time a few weeks ago.  But she seems a nice enough person.” 

 Q made a dismissive noise, then asked, “You are, of course, aware of what happens when a Q goes missing 

from the Continuum?” 

 “I’m afraid not.” 

 “How could you not?  There was a big to-do about it a few years ago when…  Oh, wait.  You haven’t met 

Kathy yet.  I keep forgetting she hasn’t yet found her way home.” 

 “What ARE you talking about, Q?” Kale asked, starting to sound annoyed again. 

 “Very well.  Reader’s Digest version; several years ago a member of the Continuum who went by the name 

of Quinn decided to kill himself…” 



 “A Q committed suicide?  Is that possible?” 

 “Not only was it possible, but his death created chaos in the Continuum.  He had to be replaced, which 

prompted another event that hadn’t occurred in the Continuum in over a millennia.” 

 Kale was almost afraid to ask.  “And that was…?” 

 “We had to reproduce.” 

 Kale momentarily considered the implications of Q reproduction in his head before getting back to the 

topic on hand.  “And what does a Q committing suicide have anything to do with Counselor Hawk?” 

 “Nothing,” Q said flat out. 

 “Nothing?  Then why are you…?” 

 “There is, however, another Q missing from the Continuum now.  And we desperately need to locate this Q 

before chaos once again ensues.” 

 Kale sighed before saying, “I hate to sound like a malfunctioning hologram, but what has this got to do 

with Counselor Hawk?” 

 “Quite simple, my dear Kalin.  I was able to sense Kitty when she told you your ship was about to come 

under attack.  Sense her all too clearly and plainly.  That was what drew me to your starship.” 

 “Wait!  You’re not suggesting…?” 

 “I believe,” Q interrupted once again, “That Kitty Hawk is our missing Q.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 The doors to sickbay swished open again, and Fleet Captain Kale entered, followed closely by a freaky-

looking tall guy with a receding hairline wearing a similar Starfleet fleet captain’s uniform. 

 “Oh no, not again,” Rasa remarked as he recognized the man behind Kale.  “Is HE the reason this has been 

going on with Counselor Hawk?” 

 As Q approached Hawk, staring intently at her as if he could see right through the now-cowering woman, 

Kale said to Dr. Rasa, “Q claims he is not doing anything to the Counselor.  However, he seems to think she may be 

a member of the Q Continuum that has… for lack of a better description… gone missing.” 

 “A missing Q?” Rasa asked with a laugh of disbelief. 

 “I’m not a… a Q!” Hawk protested, trying to look around Q at Kale.  “I was born in Seattle on Earth.  I 

went to school at Christopher Pike High School in Mohave, California.  My parents were Jonathan and Kristine 

Hawk!  I know who I am, and I’m not a… a Q!”  She then looked at Q angrily, as if insulted by the accusation. 

 “Then explain for me, my dear,” Q started to say, finally acknowledging Hawk’s presence.  “How is it you 

sensed the presence of the ships that attacked your starship?  How do you think you get from one place to another 

without knowing how you got there?”  Q leaned extremely close to Hawk’s face and concluded, “How can you be 

sure the memories you claim to have are real?” 

 “I…,” Hawk started to say in protest before she realized there was some logic to what the omnipotent being 

was saying.  “I… don’t know.” 

 “How can you determine if she’s actually a missing member of your Continuum?” Rasa asked before his 

face took on a stern expression.  “And why should we care if your Continuum is missing someone?” 

 “Oh, you should care!” Q said, suddenly turning on Rasa with his intense gaze.  “Because if the Continuum 

starts to break down, do you honestly believe it will not affect your own ramshackle universe?  Uncounted numbers 

of ignorant, barely-sentient life forms could be destroyed, and it would be all your fault, Doctor, for not letting me 

bring our wayward sibling back home.”  He looked at Rasa even more intently as he slowly said, “All… Your… 

Fault… Monster…”  The doctor’s face blanched pale. 

 “So how will you be able to tell if the Counselor is who you think she is?” Kale asked. 

 “There are tests to be performed!” Q remarked, suddenly turning to face Kale and raising a pointed finger 

in the air as if announcing something of great importance. 

 “What kind of tests?” Rasa demanded to know. 



 “Oh, nothing unnatural,” Q replied with a malevolent grin and looking directly at Rasa again.  “Nothing 

gross.”  Again the chief medical officer grew pale. 

 Suddenly both Q and Hawk disappeared in a bright flash of light, but before either Kale or Rasa could 

react, the intercom whistled. 

 “Bridge to Fleet Captain Kale.” 

 Kale tapped his combadge before replying, “Go ahead, Number One.” 

 “Captain, we’re approaching orbit over Thedia II.  We have already been hailed by the Thedian 

government accusing us of siding with the Chaddans.” 

 “I’ll be right up,” Kale replied before tapping his combadge again to deactivate it.  He then said to Rasa, 

“Let me know if… Let me know WHEN Q returns with Counselor Hawk.” 

 “Aye, Captain,” Rasa responded as Kale hurried out the door before walking into his private office to sit 

down and calm himself. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several minutes later, Kale emerged from the aft turbolift on the bridge. 

 “Theddian President Klarkage on visual for you, Captain,” Sutherland reported as Kale descended the port 

ramp and took a position at the center of the bridge. 

 “On screen,” Kale ordered.  A moment later the main viewer blinked to the image of a humanoid man 

wearing what could be considered business attire sitting behind a bright white desk within a bright white room, a 

window behind him showing the darkening sky of evening.  “This is Fleet Captain Kalin Kale of the Federation 

starship USS Sarek.  We’re here…” 

 “We will not surrender to you!” President Klarkage interrupted.  “If need be, we will fight to the last man, 

woman, and child to preserve our culture.” 

 “Excuse me?” Kale said, confused.  “Who said anything about surrender?” 

 “You arrive here under the pretense of helping us negotiate a truce with our Chaddan colony, only to show 

up over our planet in a warship under protective escort by a Chaddan military vessel.  What am I supposed to 

think?” 

 Kale sighed heavily as he exchanged a look with his first officer, who had moved down from the command 

seat, before addressing the Thedian president again. 

 “President Klarkage, the only reason you see what appears to be a warship in orbit is because we’re in the 

process of shaking down this newly-overhauled vessel.  It is not in any way intended to intimidate you.  Likewise, 

we arrived here under escort because the Chaddans attacked us before we entered your star system, claiming it now 

belongs to them…” 

 “That will be the day!” Klarkage huffed. 

 “…And agreeing to their escort was the only peaceful way we could get them to allow us passage to come 

here and complete our mission, which as you stated, is to help you negotiate a truce with the Chaddans.  Now, if you 

feel you could handle this better on your own, we do have more pressing matters that we could be attending to.  But 

if you still want Federation assistance, I’m willing to beam down with an away team and listen to what you have to 

say.” 

 Some of President Klarkage’s bluster melted away and he seemed to slump in his chair. 

 “My apologies, Fleet Captain Kale.  Things have not been going well between Thedia and Chadda in recent 

days, and we believed the Chaddans may have talked you into supporting their uprising.  I would be happy to host 

you and your away team at the Presidential Palace in thirty minutes.  I will have coordinates sent to you 

immediately.” 

 “Thank you, Mister President,” Kale responded.  I look forward to meeting you in person.  Sarek, out.” 

 The viewscreen changed back to the image of the Earth-like planet as seen from orbit.  Kale turned to 

Sutherland and said, “Number One, I’m going to leave the ship with you.  Have T’Reth, Gomez, A-ZuRQuIL, and 

that diplomatic officer… Bolton… report to the transporter room in twenty minutes.” 



 “Yes, Captain,” Sutherland replied before adding, “However, perhaps I should lead the away team, at least 

on the initial beam-down?” 

 “This is a diplomatic mission, Kethry,” Kale admonished.  “Something I’ve had some experience with.  

And besides, it’s a presidential visit.  They’re going to be expecting the highest ranking officer aboard to negotiate 

with their leader.” 

 “Very well,” Sutherland said with a sigh.  “But I’ll be standing by with back-up, just in case anything goes 

wrong.” 

 “I would expect nothing less,” Kale replied. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several minutes later, a hum filled the reception hall near the main entrance of the Thedian Presidential 

Palace, and Fleet Captain Kale; the Andorian Lt T’Reth; Lt Sonia Gomez – the Sarek’s chief engineer; diplomatic 

officer Lt Jack Bolton; Lt Commander A-ZuRQuIL wearing his skirt-like uniform and sash of blue feathers; and one 

of A-ZuRQuIL’s security guards all materialized.  They were immediately greeted by a man wearing an elaborate 

dark blue uniform with two guards – each carrying obvious weapons – one standing on each side of him. 

 “I am General Bennenold, the President’s Chief of Staff and head of the Military Council,” he introduced 

himself, snapping his heels together and bowing slightly from the waist.  “We appreciate you coming to help, but 

truthfully I don’t know if there is much you can do at this point.  The Chaddans have been so successful in their 

attacks on us lately, have established such a position of power over us, I see no reason why they would be willing to 

negotiate.  Surrender may be our only humane option.” 

 “That’s not exactly the attitude your President shares,” Kale said before introducing his own officers. 

 “President Klarkage doesn’t appreciate the full picture of what is going on around him.  But I will take you 

to meet him,” Bennenold said with a nod before leading the away team down a short corridor and through a door at 

its end.  They all entered the white room Kale had seen on the viewscreen, President Klarkage standing to greet his 

guests as they entered. 

 “It’s a pleasure to meet you, Mister President,” Kale said before everyone except the two Thedian guards, 

A-ZuRQuIL, and the second Starfleet security officer were invited to sit down on facing couches in front of the 

president’s desk. 

 “Mister President,” Lt Bolton said.  “Could you tell us how your planet’s relationship with Chadda 

deteriorated so suddenly?” 

 Klarkage nodded before saying, “After Chadda II declared their independence from our planet, the two 

worlds lived together peacefully as neighbors for nearly a century, even sharing a great deal of trade and tourism.  

One would have thought us allies instead of intractable enemies.  Then, just over a quarter of a century ago, Colonel 

Le rose to power and took control of the Chaddan government.  He militarized their society as he declared his intent 

that Chadda would no longer be the lesser of the two systems, at first attacking civilian cargo vessels and transports 

traveling between the two planets.  His government would confiscate any goods from the ships they captured, 

whether they were heading to Chadda or Thedia, and impress any of the people aboard those ships, crew and 

passengers alike, into his military to fight the battles he provoked against Thedia.  He has announced his intent to 

conquer Thedia and make it a part of his new empire.” 

 “Have you done anything to try and decrease tensions between your two governments?” Kale asked. 

 “We have offered a better trade structure, freer travel between our systems, even an exchange of military 

technology, but each compromise has been viewed as a new sign of weakness by Colonel Le,” Klarkage explained.  

“We finally had to increase our military outlay, which as you can imagine has placed additional hardship on our 

civilian population.  Yet no matter how much we put into our defense, we seem to be sliding further and further 

backward.  Battles lost before they have even started.  Chaddan advances in sectors where we had little to no 

defense and no intelligence indicating an imminent attack.  I do not understand it.” 

 “Have you tried…?” Gomez started to say when the group was interrupted by two bright flashes of light 

appearing in the center of the room, fading to reveal two people – a man and a woman – wearing Starfleet uniforms.  



All four security guards in the room reacted, with A-ZuRQuIL and his subordinate quickly lowering their weapons 

when they recognized Counselor Hawk and her companion, while the two Thadian guards continued to aim their 

energy rifles at the two new intruders. 

 “She doesn’t need the distractions,” Q remarked with a snap of his fingers, and suddenly the two Thadian 

weapons disappeared in smaller flashes of light.  He then looked at Hawk and said, “Now here is a perfect example 

of deception and subterfuge.  Tell me what is going on here.” 

 “Counselor, are you alright?” Kale asked Hawk with concern. 

 “I’m okay,” she replied, a slight look of fear in her eyes.  “I don’t recall much of what has happened since 

he took me from sickbay.  But according to what Q has been telling me, it appears I really may be a Q as well.” 

 “Do you know these people, Fleet Captain?  Who are they?” President Klarkage asked, shocked by their 

sudden appearance. 

 “The woman is my ship’s counselor, Lieutenant (JG) Kathleen Hawk,” Kale explained.  “The man is…  

Well…” 

 “I’m an old friend,” Q said as he approached the president, his hand out in greeting.  As he shook 

Klarkage’s hand enthusiastically, he added, “My name is Q, short for Q, but you can call me by my nick-name, Q.”  

Klarkage looked at Kale with an expression of confusion.  Meanwhile, Q turned his attention back to Hawk and 

said, “Now concentrate.  Tell me what you sense in this room.” 

 Hawk slowly looked around the room, describing what she was sensing from each person. 

 “The President is confused and concerned.  Fleet Captain Kale is a little angry, but shares the same concern 

as the rest of the away team members.  General Bennenold is…”  Hawk suddenly stopped, looking at the Thedian 

military officer with a curious expression. 

 “General Bennenold is what…?” Klarkage asked, his concern about the sudden appearance of the two 

newcomers in his office quickly disappearing. 

 “General Bennenold is hoping to lose.” 

 “What?!?” Bennenold exclaimed, outraged, as his own two guards looked at him with confused 

expressions.  “Lose what?” 

 Hawk continued to stare at the Thedian officer, nearly unblinkingly, as she said, “You want to lose your 

war against the Chaddans.”  This statement made Bennenold even more agitated. 

  “Why would I want to lose against the Chaddans?” he sputtered. 

 “So you can assume the position of power and authority you believe you deserve,” Hawk said, still looking 

at the Thedian, her expression changing from confusion to anger.  “You have made arrangements with Colonel Le… 

your cousin… to allow the Thedian military to be defeated by issuing conflicting orders; sending reinforcements 

where they are not needed while depleted troops are positioned to be attacked by the Chaddans and easily 

eliminated.  Then, once Thedia’s military is wiped out and the planet is forced to surrender to the authority of 

Chadda II, Le will name you his military governor of Thedia.” 

 “That’s outrageous!” Bennenold exclaimed, his eyes darting back and forth between Hawk, Klarkage, and 

his own two guards as he slowly started backing toward the office door. 

 “It’s all on a memory chip hidden in a secret drawer of his desk in the office down the hall,” Hawk 

continued.  “The plans for deployment of forces that would allow the Chaddan military nearly free reign throughout 

Thedian space.  Outlines for the destruction and occupation of Thedian cities that would result in the deaths of 

millions.  The formal document of surrender already written, requiring only his own and Colonel Le’s signatures.  

An order to execute President Klarkage and the entire Military Council except himself once the surrender is 

formalized.  And written correspondence between the General and his cousin on Chadda plotting out this entire 

strategy over the course of the last five years.  It’s all there!”  By this time, Hawk’s mild anger had turned to pulse-

pounding rage.  “General, how could you?  Your own people!” 

 “The citizens of Chadda II are my people as well!” Bennenold stated, his feigned ignorance gone.  “Half 

my family helped establish the colony on Chadda II!  They suffered long and hard, first to build a new world, then to 

free it from Thedian oppression!” 

 “General, that was almost two hundred years ago,” Kale pointed out. 



 “Two hundred years or two hundred days, what does time matter!” 

 “General Bennenold, you are under arrest!” President Klarkage shouted, prompting the two Thedian guards 

to grab the now-former general by the arms and start to drag him out of the office. 

 “It’s too late!” Bennenold laughed as he was led away.  “The invasion force will soon arrive, and I have 

made sure none of your pitiful defenses are in a position to do it much harm.  I will still have the last laugh!” 

 “Is there anything you can do to help us?”  Klarkage asked, practically begging Kale to intervene as 

Bennenold was dragged away. 

 “We can’t interfere directly,” Kale said, prompting Q to smirk.  “It would break the Prime Directive.”  The 

Thedian president looked disappointed until Kale added, “However, we can offer our assistance as we were sent 

here to do.  Provide the conditions that would make Chadda willing to sit down at a negotiation table with you.”  

Kale then tapped his combadge and said, “Kale to Sarek.” 

 “Sarek.  Bridge,” replied Captain Sutherland’s voice. 

 “Number One, I need you to transmit the following message on an open channel to the Chadda system.” 

 “Open channel?” Sutherland questioned.  “Don’t you mean open a frequency to the Chaddan government?” 

 “No.  I want this to be heard.  By everyone on both sides.  Message as follows: The Federation starship 

Sarek will be remaining in Thedian space to protect against any attack by Chaddan forces.  The reason we are 

assisting Thedia III like this is elements of the Thedian military have committed treasonous acts by plotting with 

Chaddan leaders so that both could profit off the deaths of their own people…” 

 

* * * * 

 

 An hour later, Kale and the away team were back on the bridge of the starship, receiving an update from 

Captain Sutherland. 

 “Your message was evidently received and understood,” she explained.  “When the Chaddan military 

learned their leader had been conspiring with one of the Thedian Military Council leaders to start a war for their own 

personal gain, the fleet of Chaddan warships that we detected en route immediately turned around.  Reports indicate 

a full-scale uprising is now occurring on Chadda II with calls for democratic elections to replace the military junta 

and open peace negotiations with Thedia.” 

 “Sounds like another job well done, wouldn’t you agree, Number One?” Kale asked. 

 “Not exactly how Captain Picard would have done it, but a happy outcome nonetheless,” Sutherland 

agreed.  “You came within a hair’s breadth of breaking the Prime Directive.” 

 “I was in no danger of breaking General Order 1,” Kale rebuked.  “Substantially bending it, perhaps, but 

never of breaking it!” 

 Sutherland laughed at Kales explanation.  Her expression then changed to one of concern as she looked at 

the members of the away team who were present and asked, “Any word on what has happened to Counselor Hawk?” 

 “No,” Kale answered.  “Both she and Q disappeared shortly after General Bennenold was arrested and the 

evidence of his conspiracy discovered hidden in a secret drawer in his desk.  I can only assume Q is now sure 

Kitty… or should I say Qitty… is his missing Q and the two have returned to the Continuum.” 

 “Not so fast, Mon Capitain!” 

 Two bright flashes appeared at the center of the bridge, revealing both Q and Hawk once again. 

 “Very nice,” Q said, inclining his head toward Hawk.  “Right where we wanted to be.” 

 “I think I’m starting to get the hang of it finally,” Hawk replied, looking at Q before turning her attention 

back on the captain. 

 Kale looked at Hawk, the two sharing rather depressed expressions.  Kale then looked at Q as he said, “I 

guess it is true then?  The Counselor…  Kitty… is actually your long-lost Q?”  He then looked back at Hawk as he 

said, “You know, you really don’t have to go back with him if you don’t want to.” 

 “Actually, I’m afraid I do.  Q has explained to me exactly what will happen if the Continuum falls into 

chaos.  Believe me, you don’t want me to be here when that happens.” 

 “Then I guess this is good-bye?” 



 “Why does it have to be good-bye?” Hawk asked.  “Why not simply fare…” 

 “Oh, please,” Q remarked, rolling his eyes toward the bridge ceiling.  “The melodrama you mortal beings 

create to spruce up your dreary plane of existence.” 

 “But… You said if you could determine she was your missing Q, she would have to return to the 

Continuum with you?” Kale stated, confused. 

 “So I did.  And so he must,” Q replied. 

 “He?” Kale asked. 

 “He?!?” Hawk echoed. 

 Q looked at Hawk intently, saying, “Okay, fun time is over.  Come out, come out, wherever you are.” 

 Kale exchanged confused looks with Sutherland until a moment later another being wearing a fleet 

captain’s uniform just like Q literally stepped out of Hawk’s body. 

 “How did you know it was me,” the second Q asked, looking at Q with disappointment. 

 “It was quite obvious, really,” Q replied.  “I suspected when you warned Kalin about the attacking ships.  

You never could keep a secret.  So I tested you.  When you went and blabbed on that General down on the planet, I 

was positive.” 

 “Wait!” Kale said, trying to figure out exactly what was going on.  “Are you saying Kitty… Counselor 

Hawk ISN’T a Q?” 

 “No, of course not,” Q admonished.  “She was just Q’s hiding place.  A pretty good one this time.  I’ve 

been looking for you for nearly a year.” 

 “Why…?” Sutherland started to say, looking between Hawk, Kale, Q and Q for a moment.  “Why would 

you hide inside a living being?” 

 “I knew that when the Continuum noticed I was gone, they would come looking for me,” the second Q 

replied.  “I wanted to do something to shake up the Continuum a little bit.”  He then leaned closer to Sutherland as 

he added in a whisper, “It can get downright boring there sometimes.  And once I found my hiding place, I decided 

to take advantage of it.  Q here has always found humanity to be fascinating, so I thought I would experience it a 

little for myself.  I had great fun exploring.” 

 “Is that why I would black out and not remember how I got places?” Hawk said, turning on the second Q 

with fire in her eyes.  “Is that why I was always late to anywhere I needed to be?  Because YOU wanted to go sight-

seeing?!?” 

 “Well, honestly, did you really want to be in those boring meetings anyway?” Q asked.  “It’s really no 

more fun than the Continuum.” 

 “You…!  You…‼” Hawk seethed. 

 “Now, now.  Temper, temper,” Q admonished with a wave of his finger before looking over at Q.  “Shall 

we, before Kalin here orders me to get off his ship again?” 

 “We shall,” Q replied, and both snapped their fingers, disappearing in flashes of brilliant light. 

 Hawk was still visibly mad as Kale moved up next to her.  “Let’s get you back down to sickbay and have 

Doctor Rasa give you the once-over again.”  Then, as the pair walked toward the turbolift, Kale added, “The bridge 

is yours, Number One.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Sutherland replied with a smile. 

 

* * * * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Captain’s log, stardate 55150.1: 

USS Sarek departing the Thedian star system to continue our shakedown cruise.  We 

leave behind two planets with a renewed sense of cooperation as the new provisional 

government on Chadda II has ceased all hostilities against their cousins on Thedia 

initiated by their former military leader. 

Meanwhile, Counselor Hawk has received a clean bill of health from Doctor Rasa and is 

back to what I assume is her old self. 

Kale, out. 

 

 

 The Sarek’s senior staff - absent one – were gathered around one of the larger tables in the forward corner 

of the deck nine level of Nine/Ten-Forward.  One of the stewards was passing out drinks to each of the crew present 

when Counselor Hawk rushed into the lounge and hurried over to the seat that had been saved for her next to Fleet 

Captain Kale. 

 “Sorry I’m late,” Hawk apologized. 

 “Nice to see things are back to normal around here,” Captain Sutherland remarked with a wry grin. 

 “I swear it’s not my fault this time either,” Hawk responded, once again blushing red.  “My last 

appointment ran long, and on the way here I needed to stop off in the arboretum and get something.” 

 “What did you get, Kitty?” A-ZuRQuIL asked. 

 From behind her back, Hawk produced a small red bloom, presenting it to the Kale before leaning over and 

giving him a quick kiss on the cheek. 

 “For you, Captain,” she said.  “For your concern about me, your caring about my well-being, and for the 

friendship you have shown since I came aboard.” 

 “You’re quite welcome, Counselor,” Kale said, blushing slightly himself. 

 “Please.  Call me Kitty,” Hawk insisted. 

 “Very well.  You’re welcome, Kitty.”  Kale then studied the flower he had been handed, sniffing it’s 

fragrance for a moment before looking at Sutherland.  “Do you remember where this is from?” 

 Sutherland looked over at the Vulcan science officer and said, “T’Ashara, as ship’s xenobotonist, wasn’t 

that one of the plants you collected from the planet Thorta II during the first year of our mission in the Gamma 

Quadrant?” 

 “Yes,” T’Ashara replied.  “In point of fact, it was one of the plants specifically collected by Mister Arbelo.  

He felt the arboretum was too green and wanted to add some color to our collection.  I thought it was too ordinary a 

plant, much too similar to the Earth weed called dandelion and not worth collecting, but Mister Arbelo insisted.”  

The Vulcan woman glanced at the flower in Kale’s hand and added, “Now it is all that remains of that dead world.” 

 Talk of the Sarek’s original chief of operations, reportedly killed in action during the height of the 

Dominion War, caused several of the officers to reflect on the past.  Kale raised his glass, containing a replicated 

Earth liqueur called Southern Comfort, and quietly said, “To absent friends.” 

 “To Monster!” Sutherland reiterated, prompting almost everyone to repeat the toast.  Counselor Hawk, to 

her puzzlement, noticed Dr. Rasa seemed ill at ease by the toast as he quickly downed his entire drink in one gulp. 

 After a few seconds of quiet reflection, Lt Gomez broke the silence by asking, “What is our next mission, 

Captain?” 

 “Hoping for a little adventure, Sonia?” Kale asked as his smile returned.  As the chief engineer nodded, 

Kale stated, “Don’t worry.  You’ve got plenty of time ahead of you to fill with all the adventure you could desire.” 

 “To adventure!” Rasa toasted with a new glass of liquor that had been placed in front of him by the 

steward, again downing the drink in one gulp. 

 “To adventure!” the rest of the senior staff repeated. 

 

* * * * 



Epilogue: 

In spite of only having resumed command of the USS Sarek for the purpose of completing the ship’s overhaul and 

transformation into Starfleet’s first true battleship, Fleet Captain Kalin Kale retained command of the starship from 

2377 until late-2384, when the Sarek entered drydock once again and Kale turned command of the vessel over to his 

first officer, Captain Kethry Sutherland. 

 

Kale and Counselor Kathleen ‘Kitty’ Hawk continued to grow closer over the course of the Sarek’s seven-year 

mission, finally marrying in a ceremony held on Kale’s home planet of Alpha Centauri in mid-2384.  Following his 

seven-year command of the Sarek, Kale was promoted to Commodore and assigned to Sierra Outpost II, in 

command of all the Neutral Zone Outposts, where his wife also serves as station counselor. 

 

The Sarek herself, following seven years of complaints filed by the government of the planet Vulcan over the name of 

their most famous diplomat being associated with a ship of war, underwent an extensive overhaul throughout 2385, 

during which almost all of the improved weaponry and propulsion systems installed at the end of the Dominion War 

were removed, including the ship’s third nacelle and large phaser cannon.  The vessel was again designated a 

Galaxy-class exploration cruiser when she returned to space under the command of Captain Sutherland in 2386.  

Following the starship’s latest shakedown, the Sarek was assigned to the Federation Fifth Fleet, charged with 

charting and exploring the area of the galaxy beyond the Typhon Expanse, boldly exploring the unknown. 

 

The End 


